TRENDSETTER YARNS USED:
Willow- 1/150gr. box
Needles #8 or size to get gauge.

GAUGE:
With #8 needle and Willow,
18sts=4" in Rib St.

#5402-M WILLOW RIBBED TRIANGLE SCARF - KNITTING INSTRUCTIONS

NOTES:
1) With the first few repeats, you will not have enough stitches to work a full repeat of Rib St. below. Work in pattern as possible for the number of stitches on the needle and stay in pattern working additional stitches into pattern. The pattern is not the most visual pattern until scarf is done. (See picture.) If you choose not to do Rib St., simply work in Stock St. (knit 1 row, Purl 1 row) and results will be still be beautiful. Put stitch marker on RS row as rib pattern is not easy to see.

2) When working increases, work until 1 stitch before the end and work M1 increase. Finish the row.

3) When working decreases, work until 3sts before the end and work SSK or P2-tog depending on stitch pattern. Work last stitch in pattern.

With #8 needle and Willow, Cast on 3sts. Purl 1 row. Change to work in pattern as follows:
Row 1: (RS) *P10,K2*. Rep *to* across the row as possible. (Pattern will establish as increases are done.)
Row 2: Work stitches in pattern as they appear on the needle to stay in rib pattern.
Continue in pattern Increasing 1 stitch as written in Step 2 above on every RS row until 94sts are on the needle or 1/2 of the box has been used (1/2 way through box is transition change 4). Change to decrease 1 stitch at end of every RS row until 3sts remain. Bind off.